CASE CARDS
WHICH DIGITAL STRATEGIES MAKE SENSE IN A
MUSEUM AND HOW CAN THEY ENHANCE ANALOGUE
FORMATS?/HOW CAN DIGITALISATION BE
INTEGRATED IN A SUSTAINABLE WAY IN THE
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF MUSEUMS?

Kunsthalle Mannheim
Who Kunsthalle Mannheim (DE)
Where Mannheim, DE

What Digital strategy
When 2018

Description According to the Kunsthalle Mannheim, the new digital strategy developed and introduced with the institution’s 2018 reopening, was aimed at
“opening up new scope for participation and interactivity”. Its digital transformation the institution launched under the title Kunsthalle 4.0 and
centered around expanding educational offers, enhancing and enriching the visitor experience and reaching out to new audiences. Introducing
the number of digital offers (Kunsthalle Mannheim App, Collection Wall, Digital Classroom, Creative Lab and more), Kunsthalle Mannheim
strived “not simply to achieve technical functionality, but rather to sharpen and stimulate the senses and perceptions of visitors via digital
means and guide them towards the real target: an individually enriching contemplation of the original artwork and the opportunity to share
this authentic experience with others”.
The core element of the Kunsthalle Mannheim’s digital strategy is the central Museum Orchestration Server (MOS) which helps to connect and
enhance physical and virtual museum spheres. The MOS “is the “brain” of the digital strategy as it links the digital tools and serves as the
interface for the museum’s database. With the help of MOS, the research team maintains and edits all content relating to the museum. The
system updates itself every night to ensure the smooth-run of the operations the following day.
Heiko Daniels, Kunsthalle Mannheim’s Manager of Digital Strategy, in his report for Deutsche Museumsbund’s Museumskunde, titled “Digital
Strategy: The Results of the Implementation”, describes in detail the complex process of the institution’s digital strategy implementation, the
challenges of this process and the main steps it comprised. He reveals that during the first stages of the museum’s reopening, the digital
strategy was primarily concentrated on the digitasation of the first parts of the collection and the establishment of a system landscape
supporting the communication within the museum’s departments.
According to the report, the strategy development process embraced eight phases:
− funding approval from the Baden-Württemberg Stiftung;
− research and initial orientation;
− team building and anchoring the digital strategy in the team of the Kunsthalle Mannheim;
− digitisation and scientific indexing of Kunsthalle Mannheim’s collection;
− development of the detailed concepts;
− Europe-wide procurement procedure;
− implementation with media company Klangerfinder as general contractor;
− implementation of IT and media infrastructure in new and Art Nouveau buildings.
The team
A core team responsible for the implementation of the strategy ranged from eight employees, including two project positions initially financed
with funding. The completion of the project was followed by establishing of the permanent roles of the Digital Strategy Project Manager and a
research center (research, text production and building collection online). At the initial stages the team included a volunteer, an employee of
the administration to support the handling of the extensive procurement procedures, an IT admin, two online editors and a librarian for the
support with the image law issues.

During the strategy development phase, the workshops and working groups were organised to focus and work on:
− design process of the digital applications and forms of communication involved;
− strategic considerations on the control system, the ticket shop with event management, the financial accounting and the visitor
services;
− integration of the digital offers into of the exhibition space.
According to the report, one of the focal points of the digital strategy was ensuring that the digital space of the Kunsthalle Mannheim is not
used as a pure assistance technology, but rather as a means to provide a critical space for thinking and committed participation at the
intersection of offered scientific, artistic and personal positions. To achieve this, the institution had to focus on the development and
implementation of the technical infrastructures in the new and Art Nouveau building.
Measures implemented:
− media technology planning (audio and video transmission, sound reinforcement as well as conference technology, etc) for atrium,
auditorium and film box and a corresponding extension of the Fiber optic / LAN network;
− a fail-safe redundant Fiber optic connection of the building complex;
− approx. 90 routers (not visible to visitors);
− approximately 150 iBeacons enabling the localisation of mobile devices that use the Kunsthallen app.
Technical implementation
The starting point was the linking of the scientific database MuseumPlus RIA with a central server architecture, MOS (Linux). The content
management System (Drupal) controls as an editorial platform the various digital applications. The automatic data synchronisation activated in
RIA takes place every day. A rights matrix in the CMS allows to control the release of individual images for the respective digital applications
(Collection Online, Collection Wall, App, Graphic Table, Personal Museum Catalogue) as well as special functions. The administrative effort for
image rights is performed by an appropriate Tax matrix.
Kunsthalle Mannheim’s digital offers
1. Collection Wall
is billboard-sized projection surface (16 seamlessly connected 55 inch monitors) which presents the Kunsthalle Mannheim's digital
collections. It presents more than 1,100 works of art (a part of the collection is currently being digitised). The Collection Wall enables visitors’
active participation: images can be moved and selected on the touch screen. In conjunction with the app, further information on the exhibited
works can be called up.
As a part of Kunsthalle Mannheim’s strategy, the entire collection should be digitised and made accessible through the Collection Wall.

2. Kunsthalle Mannheim App
is a multimedia guide through the museum containing tours and information on exhibitions, works and events. It is available as a free
download from the Apple and Google Play stores. The app holds all museum’s works, allows to sort them according to different criteria,
accompanies them with basic additional information and locates them on a map. The integrated scanner allows to find the exhibited works by
means of a QR code link on the Collection Wall and to view all the additional information. The app also provides general information about
the museum. All content types are editorially controlled via the CMS and get constantly updated. The app can be used as a pre-visit experience
to prepare for the visit or as a post-visit follow-up since it allows to save the list of the favourite works after the visitation.
The app also offers a so-called Easter Eggs function, initially intended to add a more playful and experimental dimension to the visitor journey
by providing the possibilities to expand the exhibition space digitally. The visitors an "search for" the Easter Eggs throughout the exhibition
space with the help of the QR codes. From the technical point of view, the Easter Eggs are automatically loaded in the app, as soon as a
certain room is entered or the signal of a corresponding mobile iBeacon is recorded. The process of Easter Eggs search (and the number of
those that get found) can be controlled in the CMS.
Challenges connected to the app implementation:
− ensuring its simple and intuitive usability;
− provision of the support in learning process for visitors and staff;
− keeping data protection regulations as low as possible;
− making the app accessible through the visitors’ own mobile devices.
Benefits:
− the possibility to use the app free of charge and outside of the Kunsthalle Mannheim;
− app’s orientation at different age segments.
Data
In addition to the usual AppStore data, the institution maintains the count of the initially loaded images. This is also required as evidence for
the collecting society Bildkunst e.V. (VG-Bild). An extended statistical evaluation module of the app allowing to assess the frequency of use of
individual content areas, is currently being implemented.

3. The Graphic Table in the Creative Lab
offers access to the graphic collection (the largest of the Kunsthalle’s collections) comprising over 33,000 works. Items from the collection can
be placed under the microscope and examined via a high-resolution touchscreen display. The Table also provides an extensive supporting

information on the images. The interface (four work areas) are similar in their design to the Collection Wall but have a higher resolution. The
Graphic Table as a physical object references the tradition of display tables while also providing an interactive audiovisual experience (the
process of exploration is accompanied by the quiet interaction sounds when the images are manipulated).
4. Personal Museum Catalogue (PMK)
is a terminal with the layout and text templates that allow visitors to design a custom catalogue consisting of their personal favourite artworks
from the collection. The digital workstation where the catalogue can be made and printed out consists of a scanner, whiteboard and a screen.
The catalogue can be made using digitised works and related information from the database and accompanied with the visitors’ own
handwritten comments and drawings. The PMK is connected to the app which allows to transfer the previously collected favourites. The digital
brochure is available as either a printed 16 or 24-pages document or as a PDF-download link sent via email. The offered resolution of the
images in the PDF is limited for legal reasons. In the future, a high-quality and higher-resolution printed version will be available for ordering
via an external print service.
5. The Creative Lab
occupies four rooms in the Art Nouveau building and hosts the above-mentioned Graphic Table and Museum Catalogue work station. It also
serves as an open presentation room for student work providing options for free experiments in the field of multimedia installation, VR and
AR.
6. The Online Collection
Kunsthalle Mannheim emphasises the role of its online collection as of the central importance for the presentation of the institution’s
collection. The Online Collection enables the access to the collection objects and serves as a digital research tool (with full text search, keyword
chains, filter functions, albums and automated object suggestions). The dashboard, created by the random mix selection of works (Kunsthalle
gave up the former approach to the online collection presentation in sections: painting, graphics and sculpture) thus offers an insight into the
diversity of the collection. The search can also be filtered by individual artists, groups of artists as well as special thematic albums.

7. Digital Classroom
Kunsthalle Mannheim offers worksheets for teachers and students developed to assist in getting acquainted with the museum’s content. The
materials are available for free download on the museum’s website. They are prepared in accordance with the educational programme of the
region. The materials offer an introduction into the various artistic topics and can be used in class for preparation for the visit or as a followup activity. The aim of the Digital Classroom and its materials is to engage younger schoolchildren and to evoke their interest in research and
to support their individual expression.
8. The Augmented Reality Game
A working prototype offers a specially developed interface presenting works from the collection in a graphically new and unconventional way.
The game encourages a fresh, comparing look on the original and interpretation versions, raises questions, opens up new perspectives and
deepens understanding in a playful way. Through the use of AR technology the visitors can choose objects from the works on display and

create their own avatar design as a three-dimensional figure appearing in the room. The search for these objects leads the visitors through the
whole space and makes them familiar with the highlights of the Mannheim collection.

Benefits

Drawbacks

− digital offers (the Collection Wall, the Kunsthalle Mannheim App) enhancing the on-site experiences by making the museum
searchable and its content visible;
− digital offers’ contribution to the extension of the experience beyond the museum walls (Personal Museum Catalogue, the app,
ect);
− atrium space serving as a communal space revealing through the digital means what the museum has to offer, available without
the ticketed obligation
− the complexity of copy rights regulations within temporary exhibitions

Involved Parties Digital strategy realisation: Stuttgarter Kreativteam Klangerfinder GmbH, Baden-Württemberg Stiftung gGmbH, Stadt Mannheim
Contacts Kunsthalle Mannheim:
Heiko Daniels
Project Manager Digital Strategy/New Media
heiko.daniels@mannheim.de

The Newark Museum of Art
Who The Newark Museum of Art (US)
Where Newark, US

What Introducing digital formats, digital transformation path
When 2020

Description In their presentation for Museum Next Digital Summit 2021, Silvia Filipini-Fantoni, Deputy Director of Learning and Engagement at Newark
Museum of Art, and her colleague Maegan Douglas, Manager of Public Programmes, tell about museum's quick transition “from a low-tech
institution with no digital programming to a more agile and responsive museum with a robust offering of virtual programming including the
development of playful virtual experiences”.
In 2020, when the world was overwhelmed by the pandemic and had to live in lockdown, The Newark Museum of Art had to adjust its
programme transitioning fully to the virtual format. The offers the museum focused on at the initial stages were typical museum programmes
like talks and panel discussions, however the data showed the lack of diversity among audiences engaged in them. After conducting further
research, the museum team decided to start incorporating playful and participatory activities into virtual programs and concentrated on the
development of two games.
The speakers highlight that before the pandemic, the institution did not have a digital strategy, did not offer any digital programmes, there
was very little use of technology across of the organisation, and only one staff member was fully dedicated to technology. The pandemic
accelerated the process of change towards digital, and within first weeks of the lockdown, the museum launched its first live programme on
Zoom. Unfortunately, this offer showed little success among visitors and had a lot of criticism. Despite the difficult start, the museum persisted
and offered over 200 live virtual programmes that served around 11,000 people on Zoom and 100,000 social media users.
First Generation of virtual programmes developed by the NMOA
− lecture-based presentations followed by the Q&A;
− made available via Zoom and Facebook Live;
− had positive response from public in terms of attendance and satisfaction;
− drew audience that was older and less diverse than the one which would come to the museum physically.
Based on the experience, the team started to develop a different type of programmes, that would appeal to a wider, younger and more
diverse audience.
Second Generation of virtual programmes
− were more playful and participatory;
− were based on games and performances;
− were made available via Zoom, Facebook Live and other social media channels (Twitter, Youtube, IG exclusive programmes, etc);
− offered a number of programmes in Spanish (appealing also to the younger audiences).
Type of programmes, the Newark Museum developed integrating more participation and play:
− “Art Olympics”
The programme implies partnering with another museum to have so-called “battle of the museums”. It is an audience-driven competition
since the visitors (participating via the Zoom call) get to decide which institution wins. The game offers 11 categories based on which the
museum representatives have to choose the works from their collection that illustrate a particular category in the best way (example of a

category: “hipster hair”) and defend them. As Maegan Douglas highlights, the format appeared to be very fun, competitive and very fastpaced (each museum gets only one minute to defend a certain work of art), and apparently wouldn’t be as successfully in the physical realm
of the museum. Additionally, the event proved to be very educative since, because of the pace of the competition, the visitors get to see
around 22 works of art within an hour. The programme showed a high level of engagement of visitors who get to participate via the chat.

− “Battle of Cartoonists”
It is an election-themed drawing competition (introduced during the time of the US election). The museum hired three professional cartoonists
to compete on Zoom. Each round they were given a prompt (based on the works from the museum’s collection) and had 3 minutes to draw
the response. Afterwards the visitors got the chance to vote for their favourite work. This format was used by the museum in person in the
past under the title “Art Face-Off”.
− “Art Roast”
It is a sketch comedy night in which the sketch comedy is centered around the museum’s collection. The museum invited the local professional
comedians to write original jokes and scenarios based on the works form the collection.
− “Murder Mystery” (currently in the development)
It is a virtual game experience which is focusing on collaboration and exploration of the physical space of the museum with a fictional murder
case story line to solve. The experience offers to solve different puzzles, clues, quizzes, to analyse paintings, documents, old footage and
more.
In a little more detail, the museum’s team present one of the experiences they have recently developed. The game was conceived in
collaboration with John Sear, Game Designer of Museum Games Ltd. The game is called “Escape from the Ballantine House” and is centered
around this particular part of the museum, the Ballantine House, the historical landmark which was acquired by the Newark Museum of Art in
1937. Since then the House is owned and managed by the museum and is open to the public for tours. The New York Times article, issued on
2019 and dedicated to the Newark Museum of Art’s new brand identity presents the comment from the museum’s Chief Executive and
Director Linda Harrison highlighting the urge of the museum to draw more attention to the Ballentine House. In the article, Linda Harrison says
that she is currently focused on questions like: “What can we do to tell some new stories about the Ballantine family? How does this all
connect for a contemporary visitor?”
Undoubtfully, “Escape from the Ballantine House” online game is a way to bring the visitors’ attention to the House as it is the main theme
and location of the experience. The game implies guests (players) being invited to the dinner to the Ballantines. There they meet the character
who suggests them to find and steal the exclusive Ballantine ale recipe hidden in the house. The players enter the virtual space and begin the
journey of solving puzzles, cracking codes and finding clues to move from the room to the room until the recipe can be found. The game is
held via Zoom which allows to create so-called rooms to split the players into teams of 3-4 people. The final 10 minutes of the game
everyone is brough back together for a finale.
Other features of the game:
− the game is designed for the 30 plus people so it can be used for school groups;

−
−
−
−
−
−

it is a 1-hour long experience;
the game is a live event;
the game employs one live host and pre-recorded videos of the main character;
to experience the game the visitors have to buy a ticket;
there are two ways of booking the game: through the educational team (for schools) and private bookings for special events;
the game offers a high level of interaction with the content and between the participants (in the teams, there is one player
designated as navigator, who gets the opportunity to “click and interact” in the virtual space and take the instructions from other
players).

The process of the game development comprised:
− working on a scenario (who/where/what);
− ensuring the scenario is vetted;
− prepare the visual assets;
− developing the puzzles;
− creating game prototype;
− internal playtest;
− gathering and analysing the feedback;
− making adjustments;
− scheduling live programmes (limited audience size)
− promotion.
John Sear, of Museum Games Ltd, who designed the game for the museum, highlights the peculiarities of this digital offer among which there
is the immersiveness of the live experience as the setting is reproduced in a high detail, and the high level of interaction as players are
surrounded by other people and communicate constantly throughout the game. One of the main challenges of building a game, according to
Sear, was balancing the educational content against the fun experience. In this regard, the educational elements of the game comprise the
real letter from the architect to the Ballantines, the periodic table based on the original from 1871 and more. Four main puzzles offered to
the participants are specially themed and four rooms which the participants visit offer different subjects to explore (chemistry, immigration,
communication, etc). From the technical point of view, the game presupposes a number of micro-sites that players can go to. So the main
screen on the computer stays on Zoom, but, when the objects are clicked on, they bring up the QR codes which offer new experiences.

The Newark Museum of Art’s annual report 2020 summarises the impact the pivot of digital programming had on museum’s operation, it’s
outreach and position within the local context. Thus, in 2020, through digital platforms, the Newark Museum of Art:

−
−
−
−

delivered 200 completely new virtual programmes online and though social media channels;
connected isolated seniors though safe and meaningful cultural experiences;
developed STEM+Arts distance learning for youth and schools using NJ Board of Ed curriculum;
supported homeschooling parents and families with digital classroom toolkits and services.

In the end of the presentation, Maegan Douglas, brings main take-ways received as a result of new virtual programming introduction. Thus,
the adopted digital programming helped the museum to acknowledge the importance of the cross-departmental collaboration, proved to be
instrumental in revenue generation and encouraged the team to rethink the museums assets in terms of the programming in the physical
space based on the experience with the virtual formats.

Benefits

− the in-time assessment of museum’s status quo with digital offers allowed the team to come up with engaging formats and through
them to diversify the audiences.

Additional info & With an eye towards drawing younger audiences to the museum, in 2019, just before the realisation of the digital transformation endeavours,
comments the Newark Museum of Art focused on rethinking its brand identity. The museum partnered with the Brooklyn-based marketing agency Big
Duck to reapproach the brand with the aim to make it attract younger audiences in their twenties and thirties and without alienating families.
According to the agency, the Newark Museum of Art wanted a new identity “that promoted a vibrant and vital community space with lasting
visitor connections”. Big Duck conducted visitor interviews, developed the museum’s audience personas and worked with the museum’s
leadership to define their personality and positioning. They created a versatile tagline (“Make room to wonder”) to match museum’s new
name (The Newark Museum of Art). As part of campaign, Big Duck created the new logo and brand architecture strategy “for a refreshed
visual system to match this new direction”. Overall the collaboration comprised work on audience personas, brand strategy, tagline, logo and
visual identity system, brand architecture, design consulting, website design and consulting.

Contacts The Newark Museum of Art:
Natasha Pereira
Visitor Experience Manager
npereira@newarkmuseum.org

Museum of London
Who Museum of London (UK)
Where London, UK

What Digital collections, collecting in times of Covid
When 2019

Description Museums of London’s strategic plan outlines museum’s goals for 2018-2023 which comprise expanding the museum’s outreach, delivering
compelling programming and the growth of the Museum of London Docklands’ brand. As part of this plan, the museum is emphasising the
role of embedding digital for achieving the above aims. According to the plan, the Museum of London is going to increase the digital
engagement by “making its content more discoverable online, pursuing partnerships that draw new users and growing the subscriber base”.
Additionally, one of the core digital aims the museum is going for is to expand the Collections Online. To realise this, the Museum of London
is on the track of exploring new ways of displaying digital content, working with intangible heritage and redefining the museum object.
Collecting digital objects
In 2019, the Museum of London started to collect both objects and first-hand experiences to reflect Londoners’ lives during the pandemic in
order to keep a record of this extraordinary period and to pass the knowledge to the future generations of Londoners. This new experimental
collecting project encompassed not only the traditional media but also soundscapes, social media posts and stories.
Museum of London’s Curator of Digital Collections Foteini Aravani presented the project within the MuseumNext Digital Summit 2021 unveiling
the main stages and elements of its development and implementation. She highlighted that “Collecting Covid” project’s main aim was the
acquisition of objects for Museum of London’s collection reflecting the diversity of experiences of life in the capital during the Covid-19
outbreak.
The project was based on three ways of collecting:
− museum-initiated collecting;
− public call-out;
− community engagement public partnerships.
Further aims of the project were:
− acquisition of types of objects the museum has not collected before;
− focusing on “ready-mades” – objects created without the museum’s input;
− preference to objects that are linked to what museum already owns;
− devising and testing methodology for rapid collecting.
The museum focused on three strands of collecting:
− how the physical spaces in the city have been transformed while the social and working lives of many have moved digital;
− the effects on key and home workers;
− how children and young people were reacting to and coping with the changes connected to the schools closures.
The museum urged the Londoners to share both physical and digital objects aiming at collecting “the voices and experiences of a broad range
of Londoners. …from those working on the front line to those quietly working in the background”.
Collecting social media
As part of the “Collecting Covid” project, the Museum of London acquired 13 tweets created during the UK’s spring 2020 lockdown. This part
of the project was called “Going Viral” and addressed the social media to explore how Londoners used them to communicate shared
experiences during the pandemic. The museum underlines, that under the conditions of social distancing, these were the posts that “lay[id]
bare people’s emotions and frustrations during this unprecedented year”. The project made use of the Twitter content that had gone viral, was

actively shared and liked. It followed the research from Twitter into behaviours that had emerged or accelerated during the lockdown. Findings
included a 60% rise in usage of the crying face emoji, a 23% growth in terms like sunset, landscape and wildlife, and a 77% increase in
tweets about recipes and food inspiration. The Museum of London had actually partnered with Twitter UK who responded eagerly to museum’s
social media collecting endeavours.
In her presentation at the digital summit, Foteini Aravani explained why the project was centered mainly around Twitter:
− no other museums has collected tweets;
− the possibility to use Twitter’s API, metadata;
− Twitter allows the acquisition of screenshots, etc.
Tweets collecting criteria:
− tweets that were shared, liked not less than 30,000 times;
− tweets posted by Londoners or tweets about London during the first lockdown;
− tweets presenting a Covid-related experience and occurring between March-June 2020;
− tweets accompanied by the permission to collect.
Overall, the work with Twitter comprised:
− receiving copyright permissions from the platform and participants;
− accession allowing the display and future access;
− selected/curated tweets;
− usage of API and webrecorder/screenrecorder (export, archive, etc);
− work with personal data/GDPR;
− complex digital object in the centre.
Using Twitter API, the team collected the metadata of the tweets that used the specific hashtag. The museum collected more than 6,000
tweets and all the contextual and descriptive information about the tweet (the tween itself, when it was posted, by whom). The team
managed to dissociate the actual content from the platform and from its interactivity and from the dynamic nature of Twitter.
The museum is also in the process of collecting What’s up conversations reflecting Londoners’ experiences during the pandemic. The team also
collected Instagram stories that came from the public call-out.
Next steps for the project:
− finilising acquisitions;
− reconsidering permissions process/copyright;
− exploring of tweets collecting in a dynamic way;
− further experimentation with other social media;
− exploring displaying tweets in the galleries.

Recording London soundscapes
In 1928, the Daily Mail led a campaign directed at tackling high levels of noise pollution on London's streets. In partnership with Columbia
Graphophone Company, they recorded five central London locations to prove the concerning rising levels of street noise that experts could
study. The 1928 recordings became a significant part of the Museum of London’s collection, and in order to complement them, the museum’s
team decided to make a record of “the rare and extraordinary sound of silent London streets during the Covid-19 lockdown” to capture the
same locations as the 1928 recordings.
Foteini Aravani comments on the project: “The 1928 anti-noise campaign occurred when the effects of sound pollution in central London were
only starting to be understood. Almost a century later, sound levels in the capital are still an issue despite existing legislation, but the marked
reduction in street noise has become a distinct aspect of London in lockdown. We felt it was our responsibility to capture this rare and
significant moment to not only contrast the 1928 recordings in our collection, but to also provide a record of London’s rarely silent streets for
future generations.”
To realise the project, Foteini approached the studio design company String and Tins which was already engaged in recording of different
areas of London in lockdown. The project was realised with binaural recordings, a method of recording sound that uses two microphones
arranged to create a 3D stereo-sound sensation for the listener. The recordings are to be acquired by the Museum of London and to become a
permanent part of the collection. Additionally, the photographs of the areas where the recording took place were captured by photographer
Damien Hewetson.

Collecting Covid dreams
“The Guardians of Sleep” project by the Museum of London was developed in collaboration with the Museum of Dreams at Western University
in Canada. As part of the project, the museum was asking Londoners to share the dreams they experienced when the Covid-19 started
spreading around the world. As Foteini Aravani underlines the work is part of the museum’s efforts to tell the story of London through the
pandemic as “sleep – and our sleep pattern – was one of the first things that shifted and changed, almost immediately after the lockdown
happened”. What the project meant to capture was that “possibly the pandemic is not only affecting our conscious lives, but also our
subconscious, our dream life. The dreams were collected by means of audio or video interviews. The project was focused on capturing dreams
without interpretation or analysis.

Drawbacks

− the cooperation with Twitter in acquiring tweets was restricted by obtaining only screenshots which do not reflect the dynamic nature
of the social media (comments, reposts, etc)

Additional info & Museum of London and Minecraft
comments In 2016, to mark the 350th anniversary of the Great Fire of London, the Museum of London created an exciting virtual experience in the

Minecraft computer game. Great Fire 1666 featured a new set of Minecraft maps which offered an immersive perspective on the Great Fire of
London. The Museum worked with Minecrafters to build a detailed virtual model of 17th century London. The museum’s Great Fire 1666 maps
allowed Minecraft players to explore the city of London and experience the story of the fire. Users could download three versions of the city,
each of them in three dimensions. Thus, the virtual worlds allowed for all sorts of learning, from history and town planning to social changes
and architecture. The aim of the project was to allow the Minecraft generation enter and experience the mid-17th century city streets of
London.

Involved Parties Twitter UK
Contacts Museum of London:
Foteini Aravani
Digital Curator
faravani@museumoflondon.org.uk

Natural History Museum London
Who Natural History Museum (UK)

What “Advocates of the Planet”, strategic plan focused on
sustainability and nature protection

Where London, UK

When ongoing

Description The Natural History Museum’s strategy to 2031 outlines the special role the museum will play as a global, scientific and cultural leader in the
upcoming years. The strategy highlights the threatening situation the natural systems are in and urges to “act now”, “to act on scientific
evidence” and “to act together”. As part of this plan, the museum takes the proactive side and declares its role as “advocates for the planet”,
who “speak up on behalf of nature, and ultimately will take action to protect it”. According to the museum, “Advocates of Nature” are
“sufficiently informed, confident and motivated to make wise decisions, to get involved, and to use their influence and actions to make a
positive difference to the global future”. Taking this role, the museum’s team undertakes to “create memorable and emotional experiences
about the natural world which help people place themselves in the story of [the] planet and enable them to make informed decisions about
their own behaviour and actions.”
In regard to the above, the NHM sets five interlinked strategic priorities to drive the institution’s activities over the next 12 years:
− securing the future of museum’s collection (ensuring that the collection is safe, accessible and digitally available for future
innovations and generations);
− developing gardens and galleries (creating new spaces, inside and out, combining heritage and experience to connect to nature);
− engaging and involving the widest possible audience (reaching out nationally and globally, onsite and online to create advocates
for the planet);
− creating a resilient and sustainable organisation (investing in people, technology and institution’s estates, striving towards financial
and environmental sustainability);
− transforming the study of natural history (applying technological innovations to the collection, collecting and science, bringing
benefits to people and planet, and training future generations of scientists).
For the majority of the aims the digital dimension plays a central role and is in the NHM’s sharp focus.
Preserving the collection
One of the NHM’s ambitions articulated in the strategic plan is to create “a flagship, sustainable science and digitisation centre that is energy
and space-efficient and houses state-of-the-art research infrastructure”. The centre’s work will be focused on accelerating the digitisation of
museum’s collection and establishing the collaboration with other museums and herbaria around the world to unite digitally over 1,5 billion
items in global natural history collections so that they can be used by all. According to the museum, such centre can function as a hub for
partnership with research institutions, museums and industry and will contribute to expanding the national footprint keeping the UK at the
forefront of collection-based research and scientific training across life and earth sciences.
Sustainability of the organisation
One of the core elements for building sustainability across the organisation is funding. Thus, according to the NHM, the investment in
technology will provide the infrastructure, applications and tools to enhance the museum’s business efficiency, will increase the data capability
of museum’s research facilities, extend its reach to new audiences and provide opportunities to seek “green” solutions to reduce the
museum’s environmental impact.
As part of organising the processes within the institution in a more sustainable way, in 2019, the NHM partnered with Microsoft and data
analytics company Simpson Associates to create the museum’s Digital Twin Technology Vision enabled by the Power BI. The goal behind the

collaboration was to establish a central data hub that brings together all of data sets and systems in a coherent way and thus facilitates the
communication within the organisation. The project allowed the museum to adopt the evidence-led and data-driven approach through
unlocking and organising data in order to help employees understand and better devise plan scenarios. The data insights were seen as an
instrument to understand how people use spaces, the condition of museum’s unique collection of 80 million specimens and how to run and
maintain its estate sustainably.
Engaging with audiences
The NHM highlight that in order to create “Advocates for the Planet”, it is essential to engage and involve more and more people and, thus,
work on means to reach out nationally and globally, onsite and online. When it comes to the online experiences, museum’s aim, according to
the strategy, is “to move from a ‘museum with a website’ to a seamless digital experience that connects people with the natural world and
provides ‘natural history on demand’ to anyone, on any connected device, anywhere on the planet”. Additionally, the museum sees “the
power of digital technology” as not only a way to connect people to the natural world and the work of the museum, but also as means to
build relationships through online dialogue with scientists.
Digital accessibility
To meet the goal of engaging the widest possible audience, the museum needs to ensure that digital experiences are accessible to everyone.
In April of 2020, with the beginning of the pandemic, digital experiences became more important than ever. The pressure was even more
intense since the museum was required to confirm to the public sector organisation that its websites and apps met an international standard
for accessibility (regulations requiring websites and apps from public sector bodies to meet international accessibility standards). Thus, from
May to September 2020, Covid product team released 25 separate changes to the main nhm.ac.uk website.
Five highlights include:
− adding an icon and accessible label to links that open in a new window, so that all users know what to expect when they click;
− making sure all the buttons in the navigation menu are labelled so that screen reader users can easily navigate it;
− ensuring alternative text is present for images that need description and removed for decorative images that don’t need to be
described;
− adding a “Skip to content” button across the main site that appears when a user presses the “Tab” key, helping screen reader and
keyboard users get to the page content faster;
− making sure the font choices are consistent and readable across the site, regardless of device.
The museum collaborated with the other product teams and business areas across the institution to assess and prioritise accessibility changes
in other areas, such as the online shop, scientific databases and the Data Portal. As a result of the work, a website accessibility statement to
nhm.ac.uk was created which outlines how accessible museum’s sites are and what improvements are still needed.
Digital Collection Programme
The NHM underline the significance of natural history collections as they hold “information essential to tackle fundamental scientific and
societal challenges of our time”. Yet the valuable information they provide is made available just “to a handful of scientists”. To make the
collection accessible to the wider public, in 2014, the NHM initiated the Digital Collections Programme which centered around digitising and
releasing data about the 80 million items in the museum’s collection. Another aim of the project was to provide the global scientific
community access “to unrivalled historical, geographic and taxonomic specimen data gathered in the last 250 years”.
The museum also works closely with global partners to develop standards and policies for specimen data that aligns the museum’s work with
the wider Natural Science global community.
Projects the NHM is involved in:
− Distributed System of Scientific Collections (DiSSCo);
− SYNTHESYS+, a cross-European project to create the infrastructure enabling access to 115 natural history collections across Europe.

Currently, only around 5% of museum’s collection is digitised: 18 billion specimen and research records have already been downloaded and
over 400 scientific publications cite this data. It is made open on the museum’s Data Portal.

Adobe and the NHM
The recent Adobe and the NHM’s collaboration comprised creating a custom curated collection of 20 3D insect assets from 2D specimen
images that are now made available on the Data Portal and on Adobe Stock. The aim of the collaboration was “to engage, educate and
inspire creatives, artists, scientists and others around the world to learn more about the Museum, its mission, its collection and the art of 3D
design“.

Data Portal
The NHM provides open access to the data that it has about the natural world. This data is held on Data Portal and in stand-alone datasets.
Anyone can access the variety of data held by the museum, which includes:
− collection information;
− images;
− sounds;
− videos;
− research results;
− 3D scans.
Tracking the usage of the Data Portal and the citations of the museum data gives the museum an overview on the global impact of the
digitisation and data sharing efforts. Since 2015, over 4,660,000 of the museum's specimens have been added to the Data Portal. These
have seen over 24 billion downloads over 330,000 download events. Additionally, 700 scientific papers citing museum data are currently
tracked.

The museum uses Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) that can be used to retrieve the exact data repeatedly at any time after the original
download event. DOIs make it easier to track both the usage and impact of research and collections datasets.
The NHM will continue to expand Data Portal’s offer of data and features available for users. One of the upcoming improvements – providing
links to additional resources related to digitised specimens, allowing researchers to use new representations and analysis such as related
genomic datasets or 3D scans of objects.

Benefits

− the process of introducing digital offers and optimising operation framed in a major mission of nature preservation;
− the longstanding collection digitisation process impacts the development of the refreshing activities and collaborations (and
communication strategies) within the museum.

Additional info & One of the most catchy digital offers available on NHM’s website is “Highlights Finder”. The option allows to prepare for the museum visit
comments with the interactive website section which, in the format similar to the quiz, asks users questions related to their interests (e.g. Dinosaurs,

Nature’s Giants, Anthropocene, Space, etc.) and, based on the answers, offers what exhibits to see in the museum and estimates the
approximate time of the tour through them. In the end of the session, the website offers the users a plan which can be sent as an email or
copied with a usage of the link.

Contacts Natural History Museum:
Richard Hinton
Head of TS and Enterprise Architecture Planning/Technology Solutions
r.hinton@nhm.ac.uk

Te Papa
Who Te Papa (NZ)

What Digital Product Development Framework,
Culture-tech accelerator Mahuki

Where Wellington, NZ

When ongoing

Description The Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa is New Zealand's national museum, located in Wellington. It opened in 1998 after the
merge of the National Museum and the National Art Gallery. Known as Te Papa, or “Our Place”, the museum welcomes more than 1,5 million
people every year. Te Papa underlines that they are more than just the national museum being “a place for treasuring … nation’s taonga, a
meeting place for … increasingly diverse cultures, a learning place for people of all ages, and a conversation place where [people] can explore
the stories and achievements of the past, the challenges and opportunities of the present, and the exciting possibilities of the future.” Te Papa
is three museums in one – a museum of culture and history, a museum of natural history and an art museum. As well as having diverse
collections (including one of the largest collections of taonga Māori in the world), Te Papa initiates and participates in a wide variety of
scientific and cultural research programmes, connecting different disciplines.
According to Te Papa’s Strategy of 2016, the development of the digital sphere within the museum is of the highest priorities and is to be
achieved through:
− providing a new and enriched museum experience for audiences, both in-gallery and beyond the walls, using digital technologies;
− enhancing user engagement and creating new value for audiences through innovative experiences, product development and
specific initiatives such as Mahuki (Te Papa’s culture sector innovation hub);
− amplifying the impact of Te Papa’s core business (collections, exhibitions, education programmes, research, retail and more) by
applying new digital capabilities to create the best possible audience and customer experience across all parts of the museum;
− establishing organisational processes and technology foundations to enable the museum to be agile in response to accelerating
change;
− growing a digital mindset that enables Te Papa to use data to make better and faster decisions, learn quickly and try new things.
Digital Product Development Framework
Prior to establishing the above assets, Te Papa focused on setting up a digital product development framework (DPDF). In his work “AudienceCentered Product Development: Establishing A Digital Product Development Framework At Te Papa”, Adrian Kingston, Te Papa’s Head of Digital
Channels, describes how DPDF was introduced and what it entailed.
In 2015, as part of a five-year program of museum renewal, Te Papa established a new digital strategy aimed at audience-centered digital
product development, transformation and digital capability-building. The DPDF was part of this strategy and encompassed “a new set of digital
processes grounded in Lean and Agile methodologies to help teams identify, prioritize, and validate ideas; to manage resources, deliver new
product, and continuously improve existing Te Papa’s digital products and platforms”. The framework consisted of a set of clearly defined steps
based on the experience from the product development and management lifecycle practices common in digital-first businesses. The framework
was aimed at guiding the product team through the development of potential product ideas through stages of ideation, prototyping,
procurement, agile development, launch and ongoing care and continuous improvement.
DPDF was oriented at:
− revision of the museum’s approach to developing digital products;
− switching the focus from project development to product development;
− creating the right digital products for the right audiences in a sustainable and efficient manner.

Key areas of focus for the framework were:
− user problem identification and validation;
− audience-insights;
− user testing;
− rapid prototyping;
− iterative development and continuous improvement.
The DPDF’s phased steps that all products must go through:
− strategic alignment (a self-assessment form to check that the idea matches current Te Papa’s organisational and departmental
strategies);
− problem validation (to ensure the proposed product has an identifiable audience need and a fit with audiences; two mandatory
tools for this step: Lean Canvas and identified target audience segments, as well as a few optional tools that may help validate the
problem/solution fit);
*”Te Papa’s Lean Canvas is a slightly modified version of the Lean Business Model Canvas. The modifications are minor, mainly acknowledging that most digital products
made by museums are not based on financial return; therefore, forms of value other than revenue are used as a metric of success. Commercial opportunities are still
identified where relevant. The Canvas structure means the core aspects of a business model (there is always a business model, even when it is not a commercial initiative)
are covered, tested against each other, and can be validated through rapid testing”.

− approval to proceed (all product proposals get submitted to the Digital Steering Committee (people from Digital, Technology and
key business owners); the proposal package comprises a Strategic Alignment check, completed Lean Canvas and any supporting
documentation, such as results from Customer Problem or Solution Interviews, audience research and market scans or wider
exhibition concept development documents);
− Product Portfolio Kanban (approved product proposals enter the Product Portfolio Kanban to allow for tracking and management of
the overall resources and amount of work underway at any particular point; once the product enters the Portfolio Kanban, the
product team has an inception workshop—establishing the team, reviewing the Canvas and running through a small number of
exercises to get the whole team on the same page regarding the problem, audience and path to solution.);
− solution validation (for medium and large products, 10% of the proposed budget is released to the product team to more
comprehensively prove the problem and validate solutions; at the end of the agreed number of sprints, or set timeframe, the
outputs are assessed to help determine next steps, changes/modifications, or whether to stop);
− develop and launch (two weeks of planning and backlog prioritisation ensures the aspects of the product that deliver the most
value to visitors and that should be delivered first);
− high care (monitoring and reviewing metrics, user feedback and making changes as required);
− sustain and grow (ongoing budget, Product Ownership, monitoring of user metrics and stability, a plan for retirement when
appropriate as well as community management, social media monitoring and promotion for online products).
Alignment with exhibition renewal processes
While the DPDF was “straightforward for stand-alone products or channel development, such as websites”, the museum had to make
additional efforts “to ensure this method of delivery also works in the context of waterfall delivered exhibitions, where digital experiences are
part of a wider concept”. Te Papa underlines that it was vitally important that the framework for developing digital components of exhibitions
aligns with the wider exhibition development process. However the process of adjustment showed challenges:
− “with the DPDF emphasizing problem validation and prototyping as early as possible, rather than looking for solutions too early
and ensuring enough time for later iterative development, there was a misalignment of timing between the two processes”, evident
particularly “in concept development and cost estimation phases”;
− “finding exactly the right time to be using the tools of the DPDF, such as the lean canvas, has also proved challenging, and will no
doubt vary from product to product and between exhibitions”.

According to Te Papa, “flexibility, transparency and collaboration will be the ongoing solution for aligning key milestones on the two parallel
processes”.
Outcomes:
− Digital Product Development Framework being “a step in the right direction, adding rigor to digital product management at Te
Papa”;
− adding focus on audience’s needs throughout their engagement with Te Papa;
− helping the museum to manage the resources concentrating on the most important, value-delivering products first;
− the overall enthusiasm of the organisation, but at the same time “some bumps along the road, particularly when trying to
introduce completely new processes and ways of thinking into an organization that is historically successful and already undergoing
significant change” (communication, genuine consultation and a willingness to compromise and adapt as crucial steps to rolling out
the DPDF);
− the further need to test, learn, adapt and continue improvement.
Mahuki
In 2016, Te Papa launched its innovation hub and culture-tech accelerator, Mahuki, aimed at developing leading digital businesses for the
culture and heritage sector. Within the hub, New Zealand entrepreneurs were offered a residential programme where they could develop the
next generation of experiences for the culture, heritage and learning sectors. Initially it was supported by a founding partnership with
Vodafone New Zealand which had invested $150,000 to help establish Mahuki. Among other initial supporters: Callaghan Innovation, Morrison
Kent, Deloitte Private. Mahuki innovators work with Te Papa's experts and collections and have the chance to market-test their ideas with Te
Papa's millions of visitors. They work on real-world problems, informed by Te Papa's experience as a global leader in cultural experiences.
Mahuki is located in a purpose-built facility in Te Papa.
According to Tui Te Hau, Te Papa’s General Manager, “Mahuki is part of a growing trend amongst museums and cultural institutions to partner
with industry/entrepreneurs in order to fast track innovation and adapt to a dynamic and increasingly digital world”. Tui Te Hau outlines
Mahuki’s primary goal as “to provide innovation leadership and support to the global culture and heritage sector and to unleash the assets of
New Zealand’s national museum to contribute to New Zealand’s future social, cultural and economic prosperity”.
Mahuki’s work streams
1. Accelerator programme (the core programme)
The accelerator supports up to 10 start-up teams who are based on site for 4 months to develop and validate their proposed solution for the
cultural sector. The programme supports them teams in validating their market opportunity, building early product versions, winning initial
customers and preparing them to secure external funding. Mahuki provides $20,000 to each team to enable them to focus their time and
effort on the programme to accelerate their activities. This funding also helps Te Papa attract a diverse range of teams that reflect the
diversity of New Zealand. In exchange for the value of the programme, Te Papa has an option to take 6% equity in the teams.
2. Graduate programme which continues to support the most promising ideas/teams from the accelerator programme.
3. Outreach engagement presupposing a series of short duration innovation events with tertiary students, the entrepreneurial
community and special interest groups. It also encompasses an active intern placement programme and in-depth research.
Te Papa invested around $1 million to establish Mahuki, including housing the facility within Te Papa’s office space, supporting the 40
entrepreneurs while they worked and helping them access international networks when their innovations are market-ready.
The initial concept of the programme presupposed that the innovations developed in Mahuki were made available for Te Papa to purchase. The
equity stake was to ensure that Te Papa benefited from successful innovations, whether or not they ended up being used on the museum’s
floors. This model was meant to also contribute to the sustainability of Mahuki.

According to Te Papa, Mahuki was conceived to have a far-reaching impact: “Mahuki is focused on solving the challenges facing the cultural
sector. We want to reach beyond museum walls to connect people with our rich collections and experiences. We believe that by fostering
successful businesses and ideas, we’re helping to transform the global cultural sector, and by extension help New Zealand to become the
technology and ideas-led nation we want to be.”
The original objectives for establishing Mahuki were:
− to be a source of innovation and transformation for Te Papa and the culture and heritage sector in New Zealand and globally;
− to lift the understanding and capability of vendors the museum works with and to increase the potential pool of vendors;
− to capture the value from projects so that they can be easily replicated if appropriate as opposed to numerous bespoke projects;
− to identify and support commercial outcomes for Te Papa, the teams, the culture and heritage sector;
− recognition of opportunities for future Wellington wide collaboration.
Te Papa’s goals to be realised through Mahuki:
− to lift the capability of New Zealand firms to better deliver and meet the needs of this vertical in New Zealand and beyond;
− to support the wider New Zealand GLAM sector which is undergoing digital transformation;
− to build new skillsets for Te Papa’s staff including business skills, mentoring and coaching of teams, entrepreneurial programme
development and management, investment and so on.
In 2016 and 2017 Mahuki helped 18 teams develop their innovations, with 61% having gone on to secure 22 paid deployments in New
Zealand’s culture sector (including Te Papa). According to Tui Te Hau, the first programme of Mahuki influenced Te Papa to accelerate its
digitisation programme.
Outcomes of the first programme:
− “the creation of an ecosystem where dozens of entities and hundreds of individuals have been motivated to think about Te Papa’s
and the sector’s needs and innovation goals”;
− the creation of new networks for Te Papa (with the investment community and new types of engagement with existing
communities);
− seven out of ten teams from the first programme having a commercial agreement or pilot with an anchor customers and two of
the teams having raised private investor funding;
− at a programme level, Mahuki has attracted significant cash and in-kind sponsorship support.
In 2018, Te Papa has completed its third edition of Mahuki with 10 teams graduating. Ten teams of technology entrepreneurs from across
New Zealand have been selected by Te Papa to develop their innovations in the residency programme. The final products ranged from creating
technology to help visitors feel collection objects without physically touching object, event management software and interactive maps to
connect research data.
2018 teams and their projects
− Mimicry (Invercargill) team focused on machine learning program aimed at engaging younger audiences by encouraging them to
create art in the style of well-known artists;
− Showmode (Wellington) team developed the multi-platform app which assists in event management by keeping track of
programming and deadlines in real time, prior to and during an event;
− Town Square (Wellington) developed the app “that provides a one-stop solution to find and bookmark events in a specific city”
(technology aimed at helping people to find the most suitable leisure options, helping artists and event organisers to reach relevant
people through a targeted search function and machine learning algorithm and enabling them to create better events with their
data-powered B2B solutions);

− Upto (Taranaki) team presented the online platform aimed at encouraging young people to become more engaged in their
community (the platform focused on social media influencers, event organisers, and tourism sites to engage youth to create
relevant video content);
− Fishhook (Wellington) provided science workshops and events aimed at adults to encourage lifelong learning;
− JIX Limited (Christchurch) presented the mixed-reality solution providing sensory experiences for collection objects in GLAM
institutions (JIX are creating a mixed reality experience with the use of virtual reality, hand gesture and location detectors and
haptic generators);
− Hiamo (Wellington) developed the AR app that recreates historical gun emplacements (using the application users can view the
guns at Wellington’s coastal defence sites where they were once placed and visualise actions, like the gun firing);
− Merge Creative Agency (Dunedin) presented the AR game that through live narratives engages youth to explore museums more
deeply;
− Take Me Back (Nelson) created a linked data cloud-based service to increase access to collections across museums (accessible via
mobile and web applications, easily replicated and modified to support any number of collections, built on open web standards and
thus having the ability to link collections together across museums);
− Litmaps (Auckland) developed creative interactive maps for connecting research data to aid academics (the projects aimed at
allowing people to interact directly with scientific literature through a game-like interface that connects directly to research data
with no third parties in between).

DOTDOT’s The Climate Converter
Mahuki’s first edition graduates, DOTDOT presented the project that eventually became one of the experiences within Te Papa’s space. The
Climate Converter is an immersive installation about climate change that now features in the new permanent Te Taiao Nature exhibition. The
installation asks visitors to work together to achieve a carbon zero future. When Te Papa started developing its new permanent natural
sciences exhibition they knew they needed to address climate change in a way that would inspire visitors to take action. From their research
Te Papa knew that climate change is the issue their audience cares about the most, but one that also leaves audience members feeling
overwhelmed, scared, and powerless to make change. Climate Converter gives visitors a safe space to explore the issues facing New Zealand
and understand the factors that people can take, both collectively and individually, to mitigate change.
The Climate Converter is an immersive space, with four walls and floor all projection-mapped in a mesmerising “New Zealand-esque”
environment in the delicate style of paper – from city skyline to forest floor all cycling through extreme weather events made increasingly
familiar by the growing impact of climate change. The whole space is responsive to movement and the elements move, fold and unfold like
origami.
There are two key ways for users to create impact within the space:
1. Visitors can interact with features on the walls by raising a hand and touching an object to trigger eco-friendly actions at a broad, societal
level. For example, touching petrol cars to turn them into electric vehicles. If visitors collectively make enough positive change they see a
“Success!” message appear – they’ve achieved a carbon neutral New Zealand. If not, they’ll begin to see representations of how weather
patterns will affect the environment, such as storms or drought.

2. Visitors can interact with plinth-based touch screens to make a personal pledge – one simple real-world action to fight climate change.
Visitors watch as their pledge transforms into an origami kererū that flies into the environment, joining the other visitor pledges. Visitors can
also choose to receive an email to support them to fulfill their specific pledge as a post-experience follow up.
Launched in May 2019, the project is expected to last 10 years and has already had more than 1 million visitors. The impact is being
captured using an audience impact model which shows the majority of visitors are learning something new and 16% are leaving inspired to
make a change to protect the environment (high for a museum exhibit), the ultimate goal. The installation has been a catalyst in the media
for public debate around agriculture, which is a significant economic driver for New Zealand’s economy.

Benefits

− Te Papa shows a best-practice example of acting on the digital strategy and implementing digital solutions on all levels of
museum’s operation: digital products development framework (DPDF), data-consciousness and data-driven approaches (in 2017, Te
Papa partnered with museum analytics company Dexibit to hold the research project aimed at the development of a new
forecasting tool, which predicts museum visitation over a year in advance with granularity down to the hour, achieving accuracies
upwards of 90% through detecting and analysing the influence of a wide range of factors, from seasonality, day of week and
exhibition schedules through to regional events, cruise ship dockings and even the weather), full-scale digital program complete
with the museum’s own world-first incubator Mahuki and more;
− Mahuki as an example of museum’s daring step of investing in the education and innovations sector with the subsequent benefit of
adopting technologies developed within the programme.
In Building The Museum Of Tomorrow – Insights From The Launch Of Mahuki, Te Papa’s Innovation Hub article, Tui Te Hau, summarises
Mahuki’s impact on Te Papa’s operation and development: “Through Mahuki, Te Papa has made a bold investment, recognizing that
innovation is experimental and higher risk than core business. Even though we undertook extensive market research, Mahuki has still been a
lesson in trusting our instincts and building a program iteratively. Now that we have completed our first program, our instincts proved right
and we are reaping rewards. Some of which were unexpected, like the deep insights and research the teams have uncovered and shared with
us. The longer term impact of Mahuki in terms of sustainable business development and contribution to the wider cultural sector will take
longer to present. Our choice to take equity in the teams will also take time to see if we realize a financial benefit. Mahuki has also
challenged traditional perceptions of the role of a museum. We saw the potential for Te Papa to play a new role and leverage its assets,
international brand and networks to contribute to our nation’s economic and creative prosperity.”

Additional info & Collection Digitisation
comments Te Papa shares the details on the collection digitisation process and the technology used to make the process quick and efficient. Thus, the

Accelerated Collections Digitisation Programme (ACDP) was launched in 2017 as a way of to digitise the museum’s vast collection and to give
a greater online public the access to it. The programme allowed for the rapid process of digitisation while also ensuring international best
practice standards. Alongside photographing the collection items in high-resolution, all the contextual information was added to the records
(names, locations, and subjects to make the items more discoverable online).

The ACDP team consisted of two imaging technicians, a data technician, a collection manager and a rights officer. The team was supported by
curators and team leaders.
Stages of the process:
− with over 2,5 million collection items to choose from, the team started with 2D objects, focusing initially on the photography and
works-on-paper collections;
− proposition of the specific groups within these collections and their assessed by the team;
− the retrieval of the selected items by the collection manager and their transfer to the imaging team accompanied by a rights
clearance process;
− loading of the high-resolution images into the museum’s collection management system and checking them for quality;
− catalogue records enhancement;
− publishing the information and images to Collections Online.
Museum’s biggest month for digitisation was in September 2017 with 2,639 objects photographed. This was closely followed by 1,933 objects
in January 2018.
Technology
As part of the digitisation programme, the museum invested in new imaging technology, with the purchase of two Phase One kits including
the new iXG cultural heritage camera. As Te Papa reveals, it’s the only 52nd iXG camera ever produced and the only one in New Zealand. The
special feature of the camera is that its lenses are specifically designed for this type of imaging and deliver detailed images while being able
to cope with lots of volume.

Contacts Te Papa:
Adrian Kingston
Head of Digital Channels
adriank@tepapa.govt.nz

National Museum Wales
Who National Museum Wales (UK)
Where London, UK

What Digital strategy, digital formats: ExplorAR
When 2018

Description Amgueddfa Cymru-National Museum Wales has 7 museums and a collection centre. In “Museum of the Future” report prepared by Culture
Action Europe, Janice Lane, Director of Gallery Development and Visitor Experience, and Dafydd James, museum’s Head of Digital Media, reveal
the nuances and challenges of the digital strategy adopted by the family of museums. According to their interview, the digital areas which the
institution was initially focused on were digital collections, the accessibility of bilingual options on museums’ platforms and effective
communication through the social media. The key questions the strategy was meant to tackle were:
− how does the institution use limited sums effectively, in the current timeframe, to develop its digital presence across our
organisation and not within solo department?
− how does the institution communicate digitally and understand digital developments and stay current?
− how do different ways of digital communicating change people’s interaction with museums and the collection?
Amgueddfa Cymru-National Museum Wales produced a digital content strategy in 2014. A key part of it was concentrated on the social media
policy, digital content production and supporting the organisation to produce content. In line with this inquiries and objectives, a training
programme was developed which comprised traditional workshops, social media surgeries based on action learning sets, different toolkits,
monthly bulleting to brief people on the campaigns that were going on. The approach proved to be successful and showed the result of high
engagement with the content produced and growing level of the digital competence across the organisation.
Among other challenges connected to the digital strategy realisation, there was a particularity of the geographical position of the institution
and the spread of the museums belonging to the group. This proved to be a difficulty since in Wales there are a lot of difficulties connected to
coverage and digital access. For example, an open air Museum in Cardiff did not initially have web or mobile coverage throughout, and similar
situation occured in other parts of the country. According to Janice Lane and Dafydd James, “these barriers can change the way the family is
trying to reach audiences and how effective digital is in doing it”.
On the way to resolving these problems, the team adopted a lot of innovations, particularly in digital infrastructure, and continued persistently
with the leadership management across departments.
Outlined areas of investment:
− upskilling, not only in social media, but also in production and planning digital content, website updating and online shop
management;
− a strategy to invest more in digitisation of the collection (as the interviewees highlight, it is very difficult in UK to get any funding
for the digitisation of collections or archive management).
Digital team
According to Lane and James, the analysis of the structure of the team was held to find ways to tackle the challenge of digital team’s growth
restrictions (due to the financial climate). The museum invested in coaching, training, management training and looking at the range of skills
the digital team could bring pursuing the strategy of coaching the team into learning digital competences and usage of the platforms. The
approach comprised training on different levels for beginners, intermediate and practice with the pilot projects. Some of the training parts were
adapted to be more about data literacy instead of digital literacy.

Digital Collections
Making museum’s online collections open is one of the major priorities for the family. However, this process and the online collections
management in general brings a lot of challenges, among which:
− tackling the issues with copyright agreements within the collection, working on becoming more free in how the museum is using its
collection;
− challenges with creating open audience-facing products due to the “infostructure” system’s initial purpose of serving primarily for
internal cataloguing and as an internal copyright management tool;
− ensuring relevance and meaning, search-ability and purpose when making the collection open and available.
National Museums Wales’ digital offers
National Museum of Cardiff, ExplorAR, 2018
National Museum Cardiff is the second most-visited of Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales’ seven museums. The Museum receives
around 525,000 visits per year, 57% of which are repeat visits. With the aim to make the visitor experience more engaging and educative,
the team set off to explore the new means of exhibition interpretation which wouldn’t impose “the labour and cost of a major physical
overhaul involving big budgets, lots of staff, contractors and complex project management”.
In August 2018, National Museum Cardiff, launched a 16-week pilot of a new hand-held device that used AR to create new experiences
related to the museum’s exhibitions. ExplorAR, an AR, trilingual, self-led mobile experience, offered visitors catchy animations and immersive
storytelling to highlight some of museum’s most popular permanent exhibitions. According to Graham Davies, Digital Programmes Manager
Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales, the main aim of the project was to look for the ways of providing visitors with a cost-efficient
means of enhanced interpretation: “Many of our permanent displays and exhibitions have been static for many years and updating or
overhauling the physical narrative to these displays would be a costly and time-consuming process… We wanted to investigate ways to
augment our current interpretation by offering virtual storylines as well as bring our specimens to life by embedding 3D animations within
immersive environments that would be placed virtually onto our physical specimens and viewable through handheld devices.”
Interestingly, the museum mentions, that “rather than launching the pilot with a big fanfair, [the team] wanted to gently introduce this new
experience to the visitors” to:
− “test the feasibility and understand the appetite for this type of technology with visitors”;
− “to allow the museum a chance to test the additional administrative tasks” (the museum shop had to sell the units, take deposits,
control the charging sequences, etc, while the museum assistants had to support visitors in wayfinding, deal with technical
questions and demonstrate the technology).
The Museum ExplorAR’s offers 3 experiences:
− Underwater Life experience, offering visitors to see how the museum’s animal skeletons would have actually looked “in the
flesh” by superimposing animated models that were true to the original creatures that the skeletons belonged to (the animals were
linked to the displays in the gallery and three-dimensional labels included in the ExplorAR experience offered additional
interpretation as well as short video clips);
− Dinosaur experience, bringing to life some of the museum’s most impressive dinosaur skeletons;
− French Impressionist experience, showcasing the entire gallery recreated as a virtual waterlily pond modelled as Monet’s painting
and introducing a virtual Claude Monet to greet visitors to the space and describe the early Impressionist movement.
Technology
ExplorAR was developed in collaboration with UK-based Jam Creative Studios specialising in immersive visitor experiences delivered with AR,
VR, games, interactive projections, animation and more. For the museum, the studio created a system that uses a combination of area
learning with AR. This approach presupposes that rather than having to rely on traditional AR triggering methods (such as image tracking
within the camera view or markerless AR which requires the user to place their own virtual content within a scene), the ExplorAR identifies
where exactly the user is within the gallery and triggers appropriate content accordingly. The system also ensures a geographically aware tour

with no requirement for any Wi-Fi, GPS or data networks. All the data required is stored within the units themselves. The only connectivity
requirement is a small packet of data sent over Wi-Fi containing the usage statistics. This data is only sent when the units are recharging. The
museum team comment on how the visitor experience gets highlighted by the technology: “By combining area learning technology with AR,
Jam Creative Studios have brought a whole new dimension to the visitor experience allowing virtual content to appear with six degrees of
freedom (i.e the ability to walk all around it) while still anchoring it in a specific place without the need for image triggers or any connectivity
to Wi-Fi or networks.”
Feedback
User analytics were incorporated into the experience to measure dwell times, periods of engagement, language choices etc., together with
qualitative feedback via a short questionnaire. Since launch, the team gathered a broad range of metrics to determine popularity, practicality,
interpretative potentiality and overall feedback from visitors and investigated the uptake of Welsh, English and Japanese languages.
Over the 16-week initial evaluation phase, the ExplorAR:
− was hired over 270 times;
− was rated with 4-5 stars by 93,5% of visitors;
− was assessed by over 80% of visitors as a good value for money;
− provoked interest in seeing more experiences available in future in 99,3% of visitors;
− showed that of the three experiences, Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Creatures was the most popular (61% of visitors visited all three
AR experiences in the loan period).
Qualitative feedback was very positive and showed that younger audiences particularly engaged in the Monet’s Water Lily Garden experience.
The pilot study featured as a case study in the curriculum of the School of Museum Studies at Leicester University as an example of
approaches to new digital visitor experiences in museums.
The devices can be hired for £10 for an hour but the experience could be shared with family members and friends. The service requires a
refundable deposit which was initially set at £50, but later dropped to £30. The museum also had to attach security tags to each device.
Impact
The pilot project resulted in the successful adoption of ExplorAR platform by the National Museum Cardiff with the further plans to update the
narrative focus for an audience of 5-14 year olds. Further steps include increasing marketing and promotion and establishing an income model
for hiring out the experiences to school groups. Future concept development is considered for other museums of the family.

Benefits Benefits of ExplorAR:
− offering museum’s visitors a shared, exploratory experience, as opposed to the more isolated VR applications;
− offering a geographically aware tour without any connectivity or data transfer requirements;
− providing an alternative and tackling the issues of audio guides (National Museum Cardiff didn’t offer audio guides since its busy
programme of loans meant that some artworks highlighted in its past audio guides were often not on display as they were out on
loan, which caused frustration and confusion for visitors);
− providing visitors immersive experience by giving them the freedom to explore all around the virtual content with no restrictions.
Before ExplorAR, the museum experimented with a suite of Apple iPads installed in the Modern and Contemporary Art gallery space for added
interpretation. As a substitution for them, the museum decided to explore “more dynamic and agile ways to complement its art installations,
such as the Museum ExplorAR”.

Challenges and Challenges:
− the pilot project brought a few logistical challenges for the museum, such as ensuring that the 15 units had enough battery power
Limitations
for each use; the subsequent step was limiting the hire time to one hour and devising a system to ensure that five units would
always be charging at any time;

− navigating a complicated building (the team ensured that the museum assistants were thoroughly briefed to help direct visitors, as
well as including map on each device, to guide them to the start of each relevant experience);
− difficulties with the content (e.g. working with a non-western character set such as Japanese);
− tackling health and safety issues connected to the visitors behaviour when they were not looking where they were going while
using the tablet (resulting in a disclaimer for visitors to sign, which informed them to be aware of their surroundings and also to
treat the devices with care).

Involved Parties Jam Creative Studios (AR, VR, games, interactive projections, animation,etc)
Contacts National Museum Wales:
Janice Lane
Director of Gallery Development and Visitor Experience
Dafydd James
Head of Digital Media

Victoria Museum
Who Museums Victoria (AU)
Where Melbourne, AU

What Digital Transformation Strategy (DTS)
When 2015–2020

Description In 2014, Museums Victoria (MV) in Melbourne (comprising Melbourne Museum, Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre, Melbourne Planetarium
and Royal Exhibition Building) developed the Digital Transformation Strategy 2015–2020 (DTS) as part of their Strategic Plan. In her article
“Digital strategy in evolution: Issues and responses emerging from the project to develop a digital transformation strategy for Museum
Victoria”, Wendy Pryor, Head, Technology Strategy and Delivery Museums Victoria, describes the development and implementation stages of
the strategy.
Digital Transformation Strategy was one of the core endeavours of the previous Museum Victoria Strategic Plan 2013–2018 which apart from
the above direction comprised:
− deepening connections;
− investing in knowledge, expertise and collections;
− organisational resilience;
− building Victoria’s cultural capital.
According to Wendy Pryor, “the focus on digital transformation made explicit the importance of digital for [Victoria Museums’] future,
emphasised the need to show digital leadership, and provided direction for change” serving as “the impetus for the creation of the DTS”.
Eventually, in a project articulation workshop with key stakeholders, the scope for the DTS was outlined and showed the following areas for
development: the museum experience (delivered both on site and for virtual visitors), business efficiency, technology infrastructure, staff
capability and project governance.
Components the strategy was based on
Six aspirations:
− “digital by default” (new products and services being digital by default, existing services moving from offline to digital channels
using the MV development principles);
− “easy and convenient” (new digital services being convenient for visitors and staff);
− “risk aware, not risk averse” (risk being identified, analysed and managed);
− “interoperable, modular, reusable” (IT systems sharing information and being modular and reusable with high availability, reliability
and security);
− “beyond [museum’s] walls” (digital services expanding the museum experience beyond the walls through sharing collections,
programs and exhibitions with virtual visitors);
− “digital experiences on site” (making exhibitions, programs, and events enlivened, enriched, and enhanced by planned and
integrated digital experiences delivered seamlessly and effortlessly by technologies that are easy to use for visitors).
Eight development principles:
− “scale is no barrier” (correlation of high investment with high rewards);
− “organisational driver is clear” (digital solutions being linked to desired museum’s outcomes);

− “solutions are underpinned by evidence” (digital solutions being underpinned by effective stakeholder consultation, audience
research and visitor data);
− “the right product from the right source” (based on the assessment of project requirements and risk, digital solutions being sourced
from the core Museum Victoria digital skills and technologies, popular digital channels, or external suppliers, in a manner that is commercially
astute);
− “solutions deliver benefits quickly” (solutions being released as early and as often as they deliver benefits);
− “standards facilitate reuse and sharing” (pragmatic standards applied to achieve best practice, maximise reuse, minimise rework
and deliver predictable and repeatable results);
− “digital solutions are easy and ubiquitous” (digital solutions being easy to use and available to their audience when and where
they are needed, on whichever devices facilitate use);
− “digital projects are delivered” (delivery of digital projects using sufficient project management to be successful and to meet
compliance requirements).
The DTS included six categories of digital transformation, each delivering its own outcome. Each outcome was planned to be achieved by
defined initiatives related to the category:
1. On-site digital experience being digitally enhanced (visitor experiences enhanced by reducing delay and frustration while increasing
enjoyment, engagement and all the positive aspects of the museum experience (e.g. a welcome experience for visitors, planning of
digital into every experience from the start)).
2. Online/off-site visitor experience delivering the museum experience (the collections, programs and exhibitions released beyond the
walls of the museums so that virtual or off-site visitors can enjoy the museum experience (e.g. replacement or upgrade of the
ticketing system, the redevelopment of the website)).
3. Business systems enhancing museum’s efficiency (internal activities are sleeker to increase business efficiency, facilitate staff
interaction and streamline collecting processes while new activities yield benefits for staff, visitors and virtual visitors (e.g. enabling
staff to digitally collaborate, introduce eProcurement)).
4. ICT infrastructure and staff supporting and enabling digital initiatives (information and communications technology staff,
infrastructure, network, storage, systems, and policies enabling the museum to achieve its digital goals (e.g. developing a cloud
overview and an approach to “2-speed IT”, introducing a startup lab for research and development initiatives)).
5. Staff being digitally aware, empowered and ready (staff acquiring the digital skills, competencies, awareness and desire to embrace
technologies that improve their working lives (e.g. establishing a digital Community of Interest for all staff, audit existing and
required digital skills)).
6. Governance leading to outcomes (judicious governance facilitating delivery of the roadmap of digital initiatives described by the DTS
(e.g. establishing a Digital Strategy Oversight Group, establishing a Community of Practice to develop digital standards and
methodologies).)
7.
To reach the goals for DTS the institution had to:
− maintain a central overview of digital activity and progress;
− create minimum additional bureaucracy by using existing reporting systems;
− understand interdependencies between projects;
− eliminate inconsistencies in projects or deliverables;
− clarify priorities if one project’s delay impacts another project due to resource availability;
− build in periodic evaluations of the aspirations, development principles and roadmap in order to recommend changes;
− meet compliance requirements.
According to Museums Victoria Strategic Plan 2017-2025, digital dimension remains one of the core elements of development. The strategy
comprises:

− walking in partnership with First Peoples, placing “the richness, wisdom and depth of their histories and living cultures at the core
of Museums Victoria’s experiences”;
− delivering “foundation narratives that tell the stories of the Universe, Life and Humans — inspiring [the] audiences with wonder
and passion for nature and science, and creating a deep sense of connection to our world and to each other”;
− creating digital experiences that deliver Museums Victoria’s stories, research, collections and content far beyond [the] walls to the
world at large.
Victoria Museums’ digital offers
Learning Lab, Melbourne Museum
Melbourne Museum's Learning Lab is “a first-of-its-kind digital learning space” that offers co-creative workshops and hosts immersive
exhibition projects. Thus, the Learning Lab “connects museum collections and stories, co-creative digital technologies and a philosophy that is
underpinned by First Peoples concepts of deep listening”.
Learning Lab's River Connections project
“River Connections” is an immersive projection experience made in collaboration with First Peoples community members exploring their close
connections to the land, animals, plants and rivers of Victoria. The five-minute immersive experience offers audiences a journey through the
unique environment of the Murray River, allowing them to explore how “all life is connected and dependent on a healthy environment to
thrive”. Each scene, image and sound, as well as the overall structure, was developed through a consultative and collaborative process of Deep
Listening sessions and visiting Elders on Country. The experience is created by Grumpy Sailor and Museums Victoria in collaboration with First
Peoples Elders and artists Larry Walsh, Esther Kirby, Brendan Kennedy and Consultant Curator, Genevieve Grieves. “Connecting Rivers” was
awarded the MAPDA prize 2020 (Winner in Multimedia Award Level B and Best in Show in Multimedia), Good Design Award 2020 (Best in
Class in Digital Design - Game Design and Animation) and Creative Communication Awards (Best of Best in Animations/ TV/Film/Animation).
Learning Lab’s WORLDS Immersive project
“WORLDS” is a 5-minute cinematic “journey from the origin of the universe, through the building blocks of nature, to explore the patterns
and connections that bind us and the natural world together”. Each pattern appearing in the immersive installation corresponds to a natural
phenomenon: energy, heat, waves, light, electricity, magnetism, gravity, magnitudes and evolution. Using state of the art motion capture
technology, all imagery in WORLDS Immersive is created without the use of CGI and is true to the natural world.
Learning Lab space offers an extensive selection of educational offers:
− Learning Lab live (online versions of Melbourne Museum and Immigration Museum’s most popular programs for students);
− VCES Climate Change and Victoria's Future (workshop on climate change with the use of digital technologies);
− Virtual Learning: Climate change and Victoria's future (developed as part of the Victorian Challenge and Enrichment Series,
an online virtual learning program providing an opportunity for students to deepen their understanding
of climate science and expand their thinking around climate action).

Benefits

− a cohesive, well-elaborated Digital Transformation Strategy comprising detailed phases of development, content and quality plan,
well-described components, roadmap of initiatives, governance for delivery, success criteria, key messages, Strategy versus digital
strategy considerations, etc.

Additional info & From 2014 to 2016, Melbourne Museum, one of the Victoria Museums’ institutions, employed an engaging digital offer, a digital storytelling
comments technology, aimed at accompanying their exhibition WW1: Love & Sorrow and making complex historical events “less abstract and more
accessible”. The story of the war was told through the personal experiences of eight characters and their families. The accompanying digital
guide asked visitors to choose one of the “characters” (who were in fact real life individuals whose lives were transformed by the First World
War) to follow through the exhibition. With the help of the low energy beacons, the information about the selected character’s story was

made available in stages, based upon the user’s location and behaviour. This created a set narrative for people to follow, helping them to
engage with the history more deeply and more personally. The mobile experience included off-site modes with content that visitors could
engage with before and after a visit to the museum.

Contacts Museums Victoria:
Susan Preston
Chief Strategy Officer
susanpreston@museum.vic.gov.au

Kiasma
Who Kiasma (FI)
Where Helsinki, FI

What Digital strategy, online collections
When ongoing

Description Kiasma is a museum of contemporary art in Helsinki and is a part of the Finnish National Gallery. Its annual attendance constitutes 200,000

visitors. In addition to the exhibitions, Kiasma boasts a wide range of diverse offers for visitors among which Kiasma Theatre and Kiasma
Library.
Kiasma’s case is especially interesting in regard to digital, since, being a part of the bigger institution, it doesn’t have a separate digital
strategy. Sanna Hirvonen, Kiasma’s Senior Planning Officer, in her interview for Culture Action Europe’s report “Museum of the Future”
underlines that digital is deeply embedded in the strategy of the Finnish National Gallery and, accordingly, is reflected in Kiasma’s operational
and service endeavours. Thus, in terms of digital, Kiasma is currently focuses on:
− enhancing both the digital and the physical accessibility of collections;
− establishing activities aimed at reaching an increasing audience nationally and internationally and in the digital environment;
− advancing the use of open data and providing high quality digital materials;
− digital services steering group that works across sectors: collections, ICT, communication and marketing are included in this group.

One of main challenges connected to Kiasma’s digital endeavours, according to Sanna Hirvonen, is copyright of visual arts. Luckily, Finnish
Ministry of Education and Culture supports Kiasma by paying copyright fees for the Finnish artists whose work the institution has in the
collection. This allows Kiasma to show its collections online. Kiasma has opened the collection metadata on a CC0 licence and started slowly to
open images of artworks (obliviously not of contemporary art but of older art housed in the two other museums of the Finnish National
Gallery).
Kiasma’s approach to the opening of access to the images in online collections is part of the Finnish National Gallery’s strategy. Thus, in
2018, The Finnish National Gallery applied an open licence (CC0) to its digital reproductions of out-of-copyright works, joining leading
institutions in the OpenGLAM movement to promote free and open access to digital cultural heritage. Riitta Ojanperä, PhD, Director of
Collections Management, in her interview to Douglas McCarthy about the Gallery’s new policy underlined the reasons behind the decision:
“Opening up our collections data is one way of leading our customers towards even richer museum experiences, and of course the
requirements of national and EU cultural policies very strongly pointed the way to a tenacious open-data policy.” According to Riitta Ojanperä,
the initial drive came from some Finnish OpenGLAM activists around 2012 and FNG’s first actual operations came quickly afterwards, focusing
on images from our archival collections. The audiences which the institution was targeting at while adopting the transition comprised the
educational sector (teachers and school children all over Finland), researchers internationally, active users of digital imagery available on the
web. One of the main aims of institution’s new collections website was increasing the re-use of FNG data and, with this, to reach “anybody
who is willing to connect with the cultural and human values that a museum’s collections can transfer to individuals and communities”.
Digital Team
Sanna Hirvonen shares that Kiasma’s team has expanded inviting on board a digital media manager, an audio-visual technician and a curator
for collections.
Kiasma Online Art
Kiasma positions its Online Art platform as a web extension of institution’s collection. The platform was founded in 2017 in connection
to ARS17: Hello World! exhibition and gradually grew with new acquisitions. Kiasma underlines that the Online Art platform takes the art

beyond the walls of the museum making the online collection accessible to anyone, anytime and anywhere and, thus, aligns with the
institution’s inclusivity endeavours. The project “marks a paradigm shift in the way that art is created, presented and experienced” answering
the questions: “what happens when art is encountered not in a museum, but online, can art spread in the form of internet memes and
others”.

Benefits

− according to Riitta Ojanperä, “generous open data policies increase museums’ popularity and generate more visitors and more
engaged audiences”.

Challenges and As Riitta Ojanperä underlines, FNG was rather slow in taking the step towards the large-scale publication of CC0-licensed images.
Limitations
Additional info & Kiasma is currently closed due to the renovation until spring 2022.
comments
Contacts Kiasma:
Dr. Leevi Haapala
Museum Director
leevi.haapala@kiasma.fi

Rijksmuseum
Who Rijksmuseum (NL)
Where Amsterdam, NL

What Digital Strategy
When 2019

Description In 2019, the Rijksmuseum announced its most successful year ever which brought to the institution 2,7 million visitors (the highest number
ever since the opening of the museum in 1885) and showed the rise in domestic visitors of 20% comparing with the previous year and the
growth in number of young visitors (under-18) showing an increase of 100,000. According to the museums, these results are largely credited
to Rijksmuseum’s year-long Year of Rembrandt project that comprised exhibitions All the Rembrandts, Long Live Rembrandt and RembrandtVelázquez as well as Dutch and Spanish Masters and Operation Night Watch research projects.
A major role in the year’s success played museum’s digital engagement indicators:
− in 2019, the museum’s website attracted 6 million users; the online collection contained more than 400,000 freely downloadable
high-resolution images; the website hosted a total of 500,000 personal collection accounts or Rijksstudios;
− 350,000 people used the Rijks App to follow one of the digital guided tours which are available in eleven languages;
− the Rijksmuseum’s podcast series “In het Rijks” comprised 17 stories focusing on the Rijksmuseum collection and were listened to
60,000 times (the winner of the 2019 Grand Prix Content Marketing).
The above numbers are highly illustrative of Rijksmuseum’s successful digital strategy realisation. The array of digital offers, the continuing
experimentation with the formats, a daring approach to online collection, all of these elements and many more show the digital strategy in
action and constitute an undeniably best-practice example.
In “Museum of the Future” report prepared by Culture Action Europe, Rijksmuseum’s Marketing Manager Linda Volkers tells about the digital
strategy adopted by the museum, its online collection and approach to social media and communication stressing the importance of sharing
and adaptability when it comes to digital strategy realisation.
Online collection
Rijksmuseum presents its collection online in the specifically-dedicated section Rijksstudio. The artworks are available for anybody, without any
restraints and for free.
Rijksstudio was introduced more than ten years ago and currently upholds more than 700,000 artworks. Rijksmuseum’s collection was
digitalised for exhibition and scientific purposes. Linda Volkers underlines that giving the collection for free was one of the best investment
decision the museum ever had as it is an indirect way of marketing. According to her, the Rijksstudio was inspired by Pinterest in its inception
and currently continues to bolster the idea of sharing and giving away (Linda Volkers compares it to Airbnb concept and other sharing
services).
In her article How the renovation of a world renowned art museum is inspiring a sector in digital transformation, Julia Fallon, Community and
Partner Engagement Manager for Europeana Foundation, analyses the impact of Rijksmuseum’s 2013 renovation, its economic and social
outcomes and the effect of the adopted digital strategy. She stresses “the transformative influence of Rijksstudio” as part of the digital
strategy and underlines overall impact of the latter: “With its digital strategy indistinguishable from its core strategy, the Rijksmuseum
transformed perceptions of what it meant to open up both their physical and digital archives. Through the Rijksstudio, it encourages creative
use of its collections, rewarding visitors with breathtakingly high-quality digital images.“

In her work, Julia Fallon offers an immersive overview of the Rijksstudio highlighting its peculiar features (access to free-to-use collections in
high quality) and some statistics behind it (as of 2018, Rijksstudio had 360,000 users, 200,000 collections created, 2+ million downloads of
artworks). She also outlines “the strength of the Rijksstudio” which “lies not only in the artworks it presents, but in the way visitors can take
ownership of them, exploring, creating and curating collections according to their own interests and associations” claiming that “sharing these
bespoke collections online, the Rijksstudio can showcase the same artworks in many different contexts, inspiring enquiry in myriad ways”.
Fallon draws attention to the Rijksstudio’s encouragement to reuse material which motivated the users of Rijksmuseum’s collections to create
thousands of “new applications for museum’s artworks – from wallpaper to eye masks and temporary tattoos”.
To praise the most interesting ideas and, once again, to encourage the engagement with the collections, in 2014, the museum established the
“Rijksstudio award”. In 2017, the award had launches around the world – in Berlin (Blogfabrik), London (Design week), and New York
(MOMA) – and attracted over 2,600 applications from 62 countries.
Social media
According to Linda Volkers, Rijksmuseum is strongly leaning on its team in expanding its outreach within social media platforms. Generally, the
museum is encouraging its employees to make digital contents by themselves. Since the opening of the Rijksmuseum in 2013, a
multidisciplinary “webcareteam” was established, consisting of people from all different departments: from IT to the collection department,
curators, marketing and press. They are all doing shifts on weekends and sometimes after opening hours assisting the regular team in the
Publication Department.
Another recent Rijksmuseum’s initiative is training of museum’s security and front office staff about social media and how to use them
sensibly. Additionally, some curators are provided by the training to start blogging. Overall, the museums is very open about its employees’
social media endeavours, if any colleague puts a blog on Twitter it gets shared with the Rijksmuseum account.
Rijksmuseum has several departments working on social media: publication department, marketing and press. The museum holds an editorial
meeting every week and every 2 weeks a larger meeting with people from the Education Department and other sectors, to discuss with a
larger group what is to be published the next week.
Planned changes
Rijksmuseum has a huge Customer Relationship Management system and, according to Linda Volkers, the museum is aimed at “invest[ing]
more in that, to do more with the insights, with data and knowledge”.
Visitor experience
Rijksmuseum provides the free Wi-Fi everywhere to enable visitors to use digital media. Museum’s team has chosen to use limited digital
interaction means, as they don’t want the visitor to be distracted by Ipad or technical installations.
Digital endeavours connected to the optimisation of the visitor experience comprise:
− a high-tech solution for the website and art-collection with Rijksstudio;
− a free app;
− participation in the Google Art Institute Project and experimenting with VR and beacons.
In the report, Linda Volkers shared her opinion on how museums should be prepared “to better face the challenges when trying to embrace
the digital dimension”:
− to accept the fact that the audiences are changing when engaging with them (for example, “if the museum is focusing on children
they have to consider that today children have a complete different behaviour than 10 or 20 years ago”);
− to encourage different behaviours (e.g, allowing to take photos in the museum);
− to hire people with digital background and digital knowledge;
− to embrace the importance of data (“museums should measure things they are doing and use the results to define what will be
effective for audiences”);

− to outsource a consultancy if necessary;
− to enhance the employees’ skills of content production for the audience.
Digital strategy development
After 5 years in use, Rijksmuseum’s ICT strategy is to be revised with the focus on:
− using the network, of all the partners, including museum partners;
− partnering a lot, in exchanging exhibitions, objects;
− developing the Gordon website (robertjacobgordon. nl), realised together with South African Institute.
Competences needed to facilitate the digital strategy development:
− a senior level of social media skills (content specialists and people who can make videos and good photos);
− being aware of the digital development in other areas;
− looking further than the museum sector.

Benefits

− unprecedented access to high-quality artworks free from copyright;
− wide spectrum of digital offers (the app, active presence in social media, blog, etc)

Additional info & During the first COVID-19 lockdown in 2019, in response to the museum closure, Rijksmuseum highlighted its “10 ways to visit Rijksmuseum
comments without leaving home”.

− Rijksmuseum Masterpieces Up Close is a new online platform offering an interactive experience, allowing visitors from the comfort
of their living room to navigate through the museum’s Gallery of Honour. Rijksmuseum Masterpieces Up Close offers an experience of
“casually browsing a museum with a multimedia guide” from home, with an access to the latest high-resolution 360º images. Visitors can
“walk” through the gallery at their own pace, zoom in on every tiny detail of each work of art and listen to stories about 18 masterpieces of
the gallery. The platform is accessible for everyone by providing short videos, audio and text description. Rijksmuseum Masterpieces Up Close is
connected by KPN.
− Curators from home
Within the offer, Rijksmuseum curators shared short videos from home with stories about their favourite works of art.
− Rijksstudio: online collection
− Rijks App
Through the Rijksmuseum app, visitors can access multimedia tours, Rijksstudio and create their own tour of their favourite artworks.
− Operation Nightwatch
Rembrandt’s largest and most famous painting’s restoration projects is highlighted through the dedicated site offering the latest news about
the project, filled with videos and articles in which experts explore different aspects of research they are conducting.
− Experience The Night Watch
The Rijksmuseum and the Dutch national public broadcaster NTR collaborated to develop an interactive website about The Night Watch.
− RijksCreative
Within the offer, teachers from Rijksmuseum’s Education Centre present YouTube tutorials on the techniques of the great masters, in the
process creating new masterpieces of their own.
− RijksTube
is “a channel on YouTube that hosts short videos that explore contemporary pop culture through the prism of the arts: i.e. speculating how The
Night Watch might have been an unconscious inspiration for the poster of Avengers: Infinity War”.
− 10 things…
is a blog series offering highlights about art and history through the Rijksmuseum collection (What are the 10 most essential things you need
to know about The Night Watch? And what 10 things should you definitely know about Japanese art?)

Contacts Rijksmuseum:
Peter Gorgels
Manager digital products
p.gorgels@rijksmuseum.nl

